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I .  INTRODUCTION 
Recently Kalaba et al. [3, 6, 7], have introduced a method for numerically computing 
solutions to a class of Fredholm integral equations based on reducing the integral 
equation to an initial-value problem for a pair of integro-differential equations. On 
discretizing these equations one is led to a numerical procedure based on integrating 
a Cauchy problem for a finite system of ordinary differential equations. The question 
immediately arises as to whether the approximate solution obtained in this fashion 
differs from the solution obtained by solving a related set of linear algebraic equations. 
It is the purpose of this paper to establish the equivalence of the two methods. In 
particular we see that Kalaba's intial-value method converges whenever an associated 
method based on algebraic equations converges. 
l I .  THE INITIAL-VALUE METHODS 
For simplicity, let k(t, ~) be a continuous function defined on [0, 1] X [0, 1]. We 
consider the problem of solving the integral equation 
1 
x(t) = g(t) + A f k(t, -c) x(r) dr, (1) 
o 
where g(t) is continuous and A is real. In [3] Kalaba et al. introduced the following 
procedure for solving (1). Introduce the resolvent kernel R(t, r, A) of k(t, r) defined 
for (t, r) ~ [0, 1] • [0, 1] and A real and not a characteristic value as the unique solution 
to 
1 
R(t, r, A) = k(t, -r) + A f k(t, s) R(s, r, A) ds. (2) 
o 
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They showed that for these values of h the pair (R(t, z, h), x(r, h)) satisfied the Cauchy 
system 
/ .  1 
Ra(t, ,,-, ,~) = J R(t, s, ,~) R(s, -,-, ,~) d,, (3) 
0 
f l  R(t, s, h) x(s, h) ds, (4) xa(t, ~) 
R(t, r, O) =- k(t,-r), x(t, O) = g(t). (5) 
Introducing a quadrature rule of the form 
1 dt f f(t) _~ wJ(t i)  , (6) 
0 i=1 
where ti ~ [0, 1], i E {1, 2 , . ,  n}, are the quadrature points and wi, i = 1,..., n, are the 
quadrature weights and defining 
x,(h) A= x(t,, a), R,~(h) ~ R(t,, t~, )0, i ~ {1, 2,..., n}, j E {1, 2,..., n}, (7) 
Eqs. (3) and (4) give rise to the approximating system for x(t, a), R(t, r, a), 
_a Ri~(2) = ~ Rik(a) Rkj(h) wk (i,j) ~ {1, 2,..., n} 2, (8) dh 
k=l  
dxi(a) 
-- ~ R,k(h) xk(A) wa: i E {I 2,..., n}, (9) 
da ' ' k=l  
Rij(O ) = k(ti, t~), (i,j) ~ {1, 2,..., n} ~, (10) 
xi(O) = g(ti), i ~ {1, 2 ..... n}. (11) 
The numerical method of Kalaba et al. now consists of integrating (8)-(11) in order 
to solve (1). 
We will now contrast his method with the classical procedure of approximating the 
solution of (1) by solving a set of linear algebraic equations. If we use the quadrature 
rule (6) in (1) and define 
~,()t) = x(t,, h), i e {1, 2,..., n}, (12) 
we get the following set of equations defining (2i(h)), i ~ {1, 2,..., n}: 
2i(A) = g(ti) + h ~ k(t~, tk) 2k(h) wk, i E {1, 2 , . ,  n}. (13) 
k=l  
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The question now arises as to the relationship between ~i(~) and xi(A), In the next 
section we will establish that ~(A) = xi(A), i ~ {1, 2,..., n}. 
I I I .  THE MAIN RESULT 
To prove the equality of xi(A ) and ~i(h) we will establish an initial-value problem 
for Y~i(h). To do this we introduce some notation. Let 
~(A) = (~l(h), x~(h) ..... Zn(h)), (14) 
and define matrices K and W by 
K = (k(t , ,  t j)), (i, j )  ~ {1, 2,..., n} 2, (15) 
W : diag(wi), i ~ {1, 2,..., n}. (16) 
With this, (13) becomes the vector equation 
2(A) = g + AKW~(~), (17) 
where 
g = (g(tl) ,g(t~) ..... g(t,)). 
If A is not a characteristic value of KW,  then (17) has a unique solution given by 
2(A) -- g + T(A)g, (18) 
where 
T(A) : ( I -  ~KW)- IKW.  (19) 
In particular, the set of A ~ R for which (13) holds is open in R and contains the set 
I hi < l/l[ KWH where [[ [I is any matrix norm. 
THEOREM 1. Let B denote the set where (17) and (18) hold. Then on B the pair 
(~(~), T(A)) satisfies the Cauchysystem 
Ta(A) = T(A) 2, 
X~(A) = T(A)s 
T(O) = KW,  2(0) =g.  
Proof. 
we get that 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
For A ~ B T(A) is differentiable [9]. Using the composite function theorem [9] 
T~(A) = (I -- AKW)- IKW( I -  AKW)- IKW 
: T(A) ~. 
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To get (21) we differentiate (17) to get 
s = ATa(A)g + T(A)g 
= AT(A)~g + T(A)g 
= T(A)[g + AT(A)g] 
= T(A) s 
Equation (22) is obvious. 
We will now rewrite (8)-(11) in vector and matrix form. Let 
x(A) = (xl(A), x2(A),..., x,(A)), 
R(A) = (R,~(A)), (i, j) e {1, 2,..., n} 2, 
then (8)-(11) become 
Q.E.D. 
(23) 
(24) 
Ra(A ) =-- R(A) WR(A), (25) 
xa(A ) = R(A) W x(A), (26) 
R(0) ---- K, x(0) =- g. (27) 
THEOREM 2. Let A1 denote the characteristic value of KW of smallest absolute value. 
Then for I AI < I A112(A) = x(A). 
Proof. We first establish the theorem for sufficiently small I A ]. From basic 
existence and uniqueness theorems for differential Eqs. [9], it follows that the system 
(25)-(27) has a unique solution for sufficiently small A, say I A [ < A o . Similar remarks 
show the system (20)-(22)has aunique solution for[A] < lax ]. Let • ~ min(A0, [A x [). 
Then for ] A ] < • we get from (25) that S(A) ---- WR(A) satisfies 
Sa(A) = S(A) ~, S(0) ---- KW. (28) 
Therefore by uniqueness 
S(A) = T(A), [ A[ < ~. (29) 
Using (29) in (26) we get that 
xa(A) = T(A) x(A). (30) 
Using uniqueness again we see that 
x(A) ----- ~(A), I al < A. (31) 
Since we know that the solution of (20)-(22) can be continued to [A[ <lAxl it 
follows by uniqueness again that 
x(a) = 2(h), I AI < I A1 I. (32) 
Q.E.D. 
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We note that although 2(A) ~- x(A) it is not true that T(A) = R(A). However, the 
system (25)-(27) is somewhat more natural for solving (I) in that not only is x(A) 
given by the natural discrete approximation to x(t, A) but also that R(A) satisfies the 
natural discretized resolvent equation obtained from (2), 
R(A) = K + AKWR(A). (33) 
Much recent work [1, 2], has been done on proving the convergence of schemes 
like (13) to the solution of (1). Theorem 2 now shows that this same work applies to 
the procedure of Kalaba et al. thus giving immediate convergence proofs. 
We will conclude this paper by showing how a modification of the method of Kalaba 
that the author has recently introduced is also equivalent to the classical procedure of 
solving algebraic equations. 
We introduce the Fredholm representation f R(t, -c, A) [9] as 
D(A) R(t, r, A) = D(t, "r, A), (34) 
where D(?t) is Fredholm's determinant and D(t, r, A) is Fredholm's first minor. In [8] 
it was shown that the pair (D(A), D(t, -r, A)) satisfies the Cauchy system 
1 
+ f D(t, s, A) D(s, ~-, A) as, (35) 
0 
t* 1 
Da(A ) = -- ) D(s, s, A) ds, (36) 
0 
D(O) = 1, D(t, ~-, O) -~ k(t, r). (37) 
Utilizing (6) we get an approximating Cauchy system for 
Dis(A) - D(ti, t~, A), (i, j) c { 1, 2,..., n} ~ (38) 
and D(A): 
n D(A) dDi~(A)dA (k~= 1Dk~(A) wk) D,,(A) 
+ ~ Dik(a) Dk~(a) wk, 
k=l  
(i,j) ~ (1, 2,..., n} z, (39) 
dD(A) '~ 
D(O) -~ l, D~j(O) = k(t,, t~), (i,j) ~ {I, 2,..., n}L 
(40) 
(41) 
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Defining the matrix ~(h) by 
~(A) -= (D,j(A)), (i, j) ~ {1, 2,..., n} ~, 
(39)-(41) can be written in matrix form as 
D(A) ~a(Z) = -- Tr(W~(a)) ~(Z) + 2(A) W~(Z), 
Da(A ) = --Tr(W2(A)), 
D(0) = 1, ~(0) = K, 
where Tr(A) denotes the trace of the matrix A. 
The method introduced in [4] for solving (1) is given by defining 
~(h) ~ 2(A)/D(A) 
and getting s from the equation 
s ---- g + ~(h)Wg. 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
~(0) -- K, (51) 
so that ~(h) satisfies the same Cauchy problem as R(A) and so by uniqueness R(A) = 
~(A). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. The method developed in Theorem 3 for computing R(A) allows one to 
numerically continue the resolvent kernel beyond the singularities of R(A) since it can 
be shown that the approximating Eqs. (39)-(41) behave like a discrete Fredholm 
Also 
THEOREM 3. ~(A) = R(A) and ~(A) = x(A). 
Proof. We first note that if ~(A) = R(A) then it follows from (47) and Theorem 2 
that ~(A) = ~(A) = x(A). Therefore all that remains to prove is that ~(A) = R(A). 
To do this we differentiate the relation D(A) ~(A) = .@(I) to get 
Da(A ) ~(A) + ~a(A) D(A) -- Da(A ). (48) 
Using (42) and (43), (48) becomes 
--Tr(W.~(,~)) ~(A) + ~a(A) D(A) = --Tr(W.~(A)) 9~(A) -[- .~(A) W~(A)/DOt ). (49) 
If we divide (49) by D(A) and use (46) we get from (48) that 
= (50) 
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theory for R(A), in the sense that D(A) and ~(A) are entire functions. In fact, if we 
define ~(A) ---- 6~(A)W, then cJ(A) satisfies the equations 
D0) d~ 
Da(a ) -= - -Tr  Y(,~), (R.2) 
.~(0) = KW, D(0) = 1. (R.3) 
If C(A) denotes the characteristic polynomial of WK and adj A denotes the adjoint 
matrix of A then it was shown in [5] that 
D(a) = C(A), (R.4) 
and 
Therefore 
(J(A) -- adj(I -- AKW) KW. 
= ad iq  - ZKW) K. 
(R.5) 
(R.6) 
Equations (R.4) and (R.6) establish the analyticity D(A) and ~(A). In [4] this method 
was used to compute characteristic values and functions of k(t, r) and proved to be 
quite feasible. 
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